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XYZ CORPORATION 
PROPOSAL FOR DISTRIBUTION CENTERS 
For D-FW Region 
 

OVERVIEW 

I, Leonardo Salazar, am pleased to submit this proposal for services to support XYZ 

Corporation in achieving its goals for improving customer satisfaction by implementing 

several distribution centers in the DFW region for a specific targeted population 

interested in food, clothing, and technology purchases. Using CoStar, a real estate 

company, to identify available acquisition and development opportunities, the presented 

five distribution centers in this report show the best candidates to utilize that satisfy the 

“last-mile” of the delivery process; pick, pack, and deliver.   

The Objective 

• Target D-FW regions with the population of the specific demographics  

o Wealthy segment from young professionals to older individual groups  

o Drive late model import vehicles 

o Purchase home furnishing in latest styles 

o Communities that use technology to stay connected and online purchasing 

o High levels of education 

• Deliver customer purchases in 20 minutes after pick and pack: 

o Pick and Pack: this should take 40 minutes 

o Deliver: this should take 20 minutes, the “last-mile” of delivery process 

• Implementing distribution centers within distance of specific demographic regions 

The Solution 

This section is separated by all four counties explaining the analysis process that was 

done to achieve the proposal results. Using Maptitude to create the analysis for the 

counties, each county’s demographic area was found from the census place data 

offered in Maptitude. Once the top three highest income zip codes were located 

different facilities were located by using CoStar. The facilities range from size 50-

100,000 square feet and are either for lease and/or sale. With this information, two 
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separate spreadsheets were created, and information was used to execute the following 

analysis for each county.  

DENTON COUNTY 

 

Figure 1.1: Denton County representing 20-minute Drive-Time rings with three possible facilities. Facilities are 

represented with a red home item and the zip-codes with highest income, in this case greater than $125K, are 

represented with a green dollar sign.  

 

For Denton, three different zip-codes with the highest Estimated Median Income were 

extracted from the Census Place data provided by Maptitude. The following table shows 

the results:  

CITY 
ZIP 

CODE 
EST MEDIAN 

INCOME POPULATION 
AGE 
18+ 

DAYTIME AGE 
18+ 

AGE 
65+ 

Flower Mound, TX 75022 $144,075.99 29100 20206 11857 2217 

Argyle, TX 76226 $131,100.92 24581 17228 10232 2490 

Frisco, TX 75033 $125,214.02 39188 25420 14276 2435 
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By looking at the data, Flower Mound, Argyle, and Frisco are counties with population in 

the wealthy segment. With this information, I was able to determine which 

neighborhoods to target based on the estimated median income, age, daytime age, and 

over 65+ age group. Daytime age is the number of civilians that do not reside in the 

Denton County, they are professionals who travel to this specific county. These 

individuals will also benefit from the 20-minute delivery services provided by XYZ 

Corporation. These high-income regions in Denton County are represented with a dollar 

symbol.  

The following tabular data represents the specific locations found available using the 

real estate data provided by CoStar:  

DISTRIBUTION CENTER CITY ZIP CODE 

2421 N Interstate 35 - Miller Distributing Co of Denton Denton, TX  76207 

Txx-156 - Speedway Logistics Crossing Justin, TX 76247 

2701 E State Highway 121 - Building 6 Lewisville, TX 75056 

 

After creating Drive-Time rings in Maptitude, it is evident that out of the three possible 

facilities the facility in Denton, TX is one of the facilities suggested to implement for the 

20-minute drive-time delivery service.   
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COLLIN COUNTY 

 

Figure 1.2: Collin County representing 20-minute Drive-Time rings with three possible facilities. Facilities are 

represented with a red home item and the zip-codes with highest income, in this case greater than $120K, are 

represented with a green dollar sign.  

For Collin County, three different cities with the highest estimated median income were 

analyzed using the Census Plate in Maptitude. Once that data was found, CoStar was 

used to identify possible distribution centers to cover the radius of these high-income 

based regions. The following data is was found: 

CITY ZIP CODE EST MEDIAN INCOME POPULATION AGE 18+ DAYTIME AGE 18+ AGE 65+ 

Frisco, TX 75033 $125,214.02 39188 25420 14276 2435 

Prosper, TX 75078 $123,807.69 15380 9973 6567 1027 

Allen, TX 75013 $120,063.08 40495 27791 23141 3073 

 

Here we see Frisco has the highest estimated median income in Collin County, but 

Allen has the most population to target; therefore, this is a region to target most. With 

this information, three possible facility centers were mapped. Looking at the map, both 

the McKinney and Frisco locations (highlighted in yellow in table below) are two of the 5 

distribution centers to implement for XYZ Corporation’s goal to deliver in a 20-minute 
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window. The following shows the address of the facilities. At the end of this report, you 

will find detailed information for each of the 5 distribution centers.  

DISTRIBUTION CENTER CITY ZIP CODE 

Industrial Blvd - McKinney Industrial Center McKinney, TX 75069 

2801 E Plano Pky - Bldg 11 Plano, TX 75074 

15815 Executive Dr - The Rock at Frisco Park 25 Frisco, TX 75033 

 

DALLAS COUNTY 

 

Figure 1.2: Dallas County representing 20-minute Drive-Time rings with three possible facilities. Facilities are 

represented with a red home item and the zip-codes with highest income, in this case greater than $145K, are 

represented with a green dollar sign.  

Similar process as the Denton and Collin counties, Dallas County was broken down into 

the three high-income based zip codes and each is represented by the green dollar 

symbol. What is different about Dallas County is the three high estimated median 

income cities are close to one another, this makes it both difficult and easy to implement 

facilities in the region to cover that radius and deliver goods and services in 20-mintes. 

The following are the cities with incomes greater than $145K. Also, it is good to notice 
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that not only is Dallas County being covered in the 20-minute delivery zone. According 

to the Drive-Time Rings mapped on Maptitude, Ellis, parts of Kaufman, Collin, Denton, 

and parts of Tarrant county will also get to utilize this service provided by XYZ 

Corporation, as long as the customers in this outskirt regions fall under the profile 

characteristics targeted by XYZ Corporation.  

CITY ZIP CODE 
EST MEDIAN 

INCOME POPULATION AGE 18+ 
DAYTIME AGE 

18+ AGE 65+ 

University Park, TX 75275 $181,221.88 2599 2148 3685 88 

University Park, TX 75225 $164,216.92 22143 16604 25005 4475 

Highland Park, TX 75205 $145,037.97 21578 16430 24979 2955 

 

It is interesting to see both University Park cities with different zip-codes fall under the 

top two cities with highest estimated median income. Although their population size 

difference is obvious. With this information, we can focus on targeting those individuals 

in the 75225 University Park zip code region. Similar process as the last three counties, 

the following tabular data shows the three possible distribution centers analyzed by 

Maptitude:  

DISTRIBUTION CENTER CITY ZIP CODE 

11325 Gemini Ln - Building 1 Dallas, TX 75229 

802 Nicholson Rd - Prologis Northgate 13 Garland, TX 75042 

8770 S Central Expy Dallas, TX 75241 

 

Out of these three, only the location in Dallas, TX with the zip code 75229 (highlighted 

in yellow) ended up covering the regions desired and is one of the 5 distribution centers 

to implement in XYZ Corporation to increase sales and satisfy customers that will take 

advantage of this 20-minute delivery service.  
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TARRANT COUNTY 

 

Figure 1.2: Tarrant County representing 20-minute Drive-Time rings with three possible facilities. Facilities are 

represented with a red home item and the zip-codes with highest income, in this case greater than $114K, are 

represented with a green dollar sign.  

In Tarrant county and surrounding areas, the highest estimated median income zip 

codes are Grapevine, Colleyville, and Keller. These areas are not close to one another 

compared to Dallas County cities. The following data shows the Census Place 

information used to determine where to possibly implement the last two distribution 

centers.  

CITY 
ZIP 

CODE 
EST MEDIAN 

INCOME POPULATION 
AGE 
18+ 

DAYTIME AGE 
18+ AGE 65+ 

Grapevine, TX 76092 $175,159.44 32258 21944 36205 2828 

Colleyville, TX 76034 $149,672.17 25950 19496 15932 3873 

Keller, TX 76248 $114,776.25 38414 27352 22638 4392 

 

The region to target in this county is Keller. They have the most population according to 

this data. This is also close to one of the 5 distribution centers shown on the table below 

highlighted in yellow. By looking at this data we can see that not all the distribution 

centers fall within the targeted county due to the county’s borderline. Some of the high 
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estimated median income regions are closer to the border line of their home county and 

this makes it harder to add a distribution center available in that specific county.  

DISTRIBUTION CENTER CITY ZIP CODE 

3550 E Long Ave Fort Worth, TX 76137 

5600 Blue Mound RD - Northbrook Center  - Bldg 7 Fort Worth, TX 76131 

500 Industrial Blvd Grapevine, TX 76051 
 

MY PROPOSAL 

XYZ Corporation has a well-deserved reputation for quality customer service. However, 

faced with changes in distribution systems, economic impacts to transportation and 

logistics, and limitations that prevent taking full advantage of improvements in 

technology, XYZ Corporation faces the possibility of decreasing sales revenues due 

customer perceptions of slow delivery and services. 

I have developed a solution to help businesses stay ahead of customer satisfaction 

trends and propose that XYZ Corporation implement a logistics solution focused on the 

last-mile of the delivery step by implementing the automation of many manual steps in 

your delivery process. My solution easily integrates with a range of customer 

relationship management solutions, supply chain management control and delivery to 

those within the region by bike or by zip-code to fully improve productivity in the entire 

sales cycle. Most importantly, I provide the training and support for this new solution 

that ensures your staff can ramp up quickly and realize concrete improvements in sales 

closure, customer satisfaction, and sales metrics. 

The following map shows where all the 5 distribution centers should be to cover all the 

D-FW region. The analysis for all four counties was done differently, instead of creating 

10 to 20-minute rings, 20 to 40-minute rings were created. In the map, one can see 

most of the desired population falls within the 20-minute delivery time frame. 
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EXPECTED RESULTS 

I expect my proposed solution to XYZ Corporation’s requirements to provide the 

following results:  

CITY 
ZIP 

CODE 
EST MEDIAN 

INCOME POPULATION 
AGE 
18+ 

DAYTIME AGE 
18+ 

AGE 
65+ 

Flower Mound, TX 75022 $144,075.99 29100 20206 11857 2217 

Argyle, TX 76226 $131,100.92 24581 17228 10232 2490 

Frisco, TX 75033 $125,214.02 39188 25420 14276 2435 

University Park, TX 75275 $181,221.88 2599 2148 3685 88 

University Park, TX 75225 $164,216.92 22143 16604 25005 4475 

Highland Park, TX 75205 $145,037.97 21578 16430 24979 2955 

Frisco, TX 75033 $125,214.02 39188 25420 14276 2435 

Prosper, TX 75078 $123,807.69 15380 9973 6567 1027 

Allen, TX 75013 $120,063.08 40495 27791 23141 3073 

Grapevine, TX 76092 $175,159.44 32258 21944 36205 2828 

Colleyville, TX 76034 $149,672.17 25950 19496 15932 3873 

Keller, TX 76248 $114,776.25 38414 27352 22638 4392 

TOTAL:  $1,699,560.36 330874 230012 208793 32288 
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By looking at this data, the results based on the regions covered and shown with 

previous maps will target an average of the estimated median income of $1,699,560.36 

with a total number of 330874 population ranging from ages between 18 and 65 years 

old.  

PRICING 

The following table details the pricing for the proposed distribution centers. The pricing 

is valid from the date of this proposal and are subject to change based on availability.  

Price not disclosed for this location. CoStar est. rent $3-4 for 25,2200-50,400 available space. Lot 1.5, built in 1982. 

Industrial use.  
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Price not disclosed for this location. CoStar est. rent $4-5 for 76,945 square feet. Built in 1982. Industrial use.  
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Price $9,633,923 ($7.14/SF). Industrial use. 74,896-191,800 available space. Renovated in 1981. 
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Price not disclosed for this location. 4 Star Industrial Warehouse – Delivers March 2019. CoStar Est. Rent $6-7 for 

30,000-187,108 available space. Under construction. 
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Price not disclosed for this location. CoStar est. rent $3-4 for 25,2200-50,400 available space. Lot 1.5, built in 1982. 

Industrial use 


